Determinants of hand hygiene compliance in Egypt: building blocks for a communication strategy


ABSTRACT Hand hygiene of health-care staff is one of the most important interventions in reducing transmission of nosocomial infections. This qualitative study aimed to understand the behavioural determinants of hand hygiene in order to develop sustainable interventions to promote hand hygiene in hospitals. Fourteen focus group discussions were conducted with nurses in 2 university hospitals in Egypt. The interviews were tape recorded and transcribed. Thematic analysis was conducted by 2 independent investigators. The findings highlighted that nurses did not perceive the benefits of hand hygiene, and that they linked the need to wash hands to a sense of dirtiness. Knowledge of hand hygiene and related products was limited and preference for water and soap was obvious. Environmental constraints, lack of role models and social control were identified as barriers for compliance with hand hygiene. A multi-faceted hand hygiene strategy was developed based on existing cultural concepts valued by the hospital staff.

Déterminants du respect de l’hygiène des mains en Égypte : des résultats d’une étude à l’élaboration d’une stratégie de communication

RÉSUMÉ L’hygiène des mains du personnel de santé est l’une des interventions les plus importantes pour réduire la transmission des infections nosocomiales. Une étude qualitative visait à comprendre les déterminants comportementaux de l’hygiène des mains afin d’établir des interventions durables pour la promotion de ce type d’hygiène dans les hôpitaux. Quatorze discussions thématiques en groupes ont été organisées avec le personnel infirmier dans deux hôpitaux universitaires en Égypte. Les entretiens ont été enregistrés puis retranscrits. Une analyse thématique a été menée par deux chercheurs indépendants. Les résultats ont mis en évidence le fait que le personnel infirmier ne percevait pas les avantages de l’hygiène des mains, et qu’il reliait le besoin de se laver les mains à une sensation de saleté. Les connaissances en matière d’hygiène des mains et des produits à utiliser étaient limitées et la préférence pour l’eau et le savon était marquée. Les contraintes environnementales, l’absence de modèles à suivre et de contrôle social ont été identifiés comme des obstacles au respect de l’hygiène des mains. Une stratégie d’hygiène des mains multidimensionnelle a été mise au point à partir des concepts culturels existants qui étaient importants pour le personnel hospitalier.
Introduction

Adherence to proper hand hygiene practices is an effective measure to reduce the risk of health-care associated infections (HCAI) (1–6). HCAIs are a major concern for the safety and quality of health care quality worldwide including Egypt (7–12), as they may lead to prolonged hospital stays, long-term disability, increased resistance of microorganisms to antimicrobials and massive additional financial burden (13).

Several programmes have been developed to increase hand hygiene practices in health-care facilities, but only a few of them have demonstrated long-lasting changes in compliance. Adherence to hand hygiene guidelines remains suboptimal in many facilities. Although understanding of the determinants of hand hygiene behaviours is improving, there is still an urgent need to assess the longer and short-term success of strategies used in hand hygiene promotion (14–24). Recently, studies have looked at the social and behavioural contexts affecting hand hygiene practices. However, much still needs to be learned (25–32). There are no previous studies on hand hygiene determinants in the Egyptian health-care setting.

Ain Shams University hospital in Cairo and Alexandria University hospital in Alexandria were interested in increasing hand hygiene compliance among nurses and promoting the use of alcohol gel between patient contacts, in line with World Health Organization guidelines (13). The Infection Control Unit of the US Naval Medical Research Unit No. 3, in collaboration with the 2 university hospitals, designed and implemented a pilot hand hygiene campaign. In order to develop the campaign, there was a need to explore factors associated with non-compliance with hand hygiene guidelines specifically in the Egyptian context. Qualitative methods were considered suitable for studying hand hygiene adherence because they provide a better understanding of the broader environment where hand hygiene takes place and for explaining the reasons and meanings for the hand hygiene behaviours. The findings of this study were used to develop communication strategies to promote hand hygiene in Egyptian health-care facilities.

Methods

Design

The study and the campaign were conducted in adult intensive care units, neonatal intensive care units and surgical wards of Alexandria and Ain Shams University hospitals. Departments were selected by the infection control teams as the pilots for the campaign as health-care workers from these wards had been involved in previous hand hygiene campaigns and therefore had a basic knowledge of hand hygiene. Data were collected through focus group discussions (FGD) to elicit nurses’ descriptions related to determinants of hand hygiene.

Recruitment and sample

The study included 14 FGD with a total of 96 nurses. The participants were either graduates from the High Institute of Nursing (4 years education) or school-based nurses (2 years vocational education at the nursing school). The work experience of the participants varied from 2 to 25 years and only 5 were males. Of the FGD 8 were conducted at Ain Shams University (3 with graduate nurses and 5 with vocationally trained nurses) and 6 at University of Alexandria (1 with graduate nurses and 5 with vocationally trained nurses).

The participants were chosen for the study based on their interest and availability to discuss hand hygiene with the members of the research team. Study investigators, together with the department heads and infection control teams, solicited volunteers by visiting each ward and explaining the study objectives to the nurses. If the individual was interested in joining the focus group, the study investigator invited her/him for the discussion the following day.

Focus group discussions

The FGD took 30–60 minutes each. All discussions were led by a moderator and supported by an assistant who took notes. In addition, all FGD were tape recorded. The moderator used a focus group guide consisting of open-ended questions to cover all the topics of interest. At the start of each discussion, it was emphasized that participation in the discussion was voluntary. The participants were also encouraged to discuss their opinions freely. All FGD started with verbal informed consent and all of them were conducted in a private room to maintain confidentiality. The discussion guide included several topics such as reasons for (non) compliance with hand hygiene measures, advantages and disadvantages of hand hygiene measures and indications and impact of hand washing with soap and water versus alcohol hand rub.

Analysis

As all the FGD were tape recorded, the analysis began by translating and transcribing the tapes from Arabic into English. For quality control, a bilingual member of the research team reviewed a random section of all transcripts and compared them with the original audio recordings to ensure accuracy (33). Data analysis of the transcribed text was conducted using thematic analysis that aimed to identify emerging themes for determinants of hand hygiene as described by Patton (34). The major goal in analysing the data was to identify common themes and variation of themes across the groups that captured determinants for hand hygiene behaviours. The analyst identified coded passages and key terms from the text that were collapsed into themes and sub-themes. The analysis also assessed
any variation of themes across different groups.

**Ethical considerations and approvals**
The study was reviewed and approved by the institutional review board of the Naval Medical Research Unit No. 3 in compliance with all applicable federal regulations governing protection of human subjects. All participants provided verbal informed consent in Egyptian Arabic. Personal identifying information was not collected from study participants and if names or other identifying information were mentioned during the FGD they were deleted from the transcripts.

**Results**
The analysis produced 4 themes and 10 sub-themes reflecting factors that influence hand hygiene behaviour. In general, the themes were consistent across various groups of respondents; differences, if present, between the university hospitals or types of nurses were noted.

All the FGDs concluded that a hand hygiene policy existed in their hospital, but health-care workers frequently did not comply with the policy.

**Theme 1: Attitudes & beliefs related hand hygiene measures**

**Sub-theme: Importance of hand hygiene measures**
The majority of respondents did not consider hand hygiene practices important. In most of the discussions, respondents did not believe that hand hygiene could prevent cross-infection. The only exception were nurses from the neonatal care units of both universities, who believed that hand hygiene practices helped save lives in the intensive care units and that the practices were especially important when dealing with 1-month-old infants. Most respondents did not believe that hand hygiene was effective in protecting health-care workers from infections either. In several FGD, respondents mentioned the importance of using gloves, masks and gowns as a measure to protect them and the patients. In addition, respondents in several discussions mentioned their concern about catching airborne infections or blood-borne pathogens due to needle-stick injuries, but believed that hand hygiene had little effect on protecting them against those infections. It was not possible to detect clear differences between the perceptions of graduate nurses and vocationally trained nurses or between the 2 universities.

**Sub-theme: Sense of having clean hands**
Respondents in all FGD reported washing hands whenever they had visible dirt or their hands were sticky. They also reported wanting to wash hands especially after touching blood, stool or urine. Furthermore, in several FGD, respondents explained that they were interested in washing hands whenever they got an uncomfortable feeling, e.g. after contact with unclean patients who either had open wounds or smelled bad. A couple of focus groups also mentioned that unfamiliar, bad-mannered patients or those who exhibited abnormal behaviour led to a sense of uncleanliness and the need to wash hands. Several FGD also concluded that the uncomfortable feeling and the need to clean their hands was also related to perceptions of being in unclean, smelly, disorganized, crowded surroundings or outside of ordinary workplaces.

The great majority of respondents clearly preferred using soap and water instead of alcohol rub because the idea of running water and rubbing hands together provided them with a sense of cleanliness that could only be accomplished by using soap and water.

**Sub-theme: Importance of gloving**
Many respondents believed that hand hygiene between touching patients was not a necessity when they wore gloves because they did not get their hands dirty. However, they did acknowledge that hand hygiene with soap and water or with alcohol was important if their gloves were somehow penetrated.

**Theme 2: Knowledge of hand hygiene**
The majority of respondents seemed to be confused about the choice and effect of the different hand hygiene products. Many school-based nurses were also not sure about the effect of different hand hygiene products. For example, many did not think alcohol rub between touching patients was essential if hands had no visible dirt and insisted that washing hands using water and soap would be the best option. Some of the nurses believed that alcohol rub could only be used as an additional precaution if a patient was particularly infectious. Overall, there was much confusion related to the effects of soap and alcohol.

**Theme 3: Environmental constraints**

**Sub-theme: Lack of supplies and facilities**
A majority of the nurses in both hospitals referred to the lack of hand hygiene due to a shortage of products (soap or alcohol) and sinks as the main constraint to complying with hand hygiene guidelines. The problem varied from one department to another. Some departments had no sinks and health-care workers were expected to walk to the next department or to their locker to wash their hands. Other departments had several sinks and one ward had a sink beside each bed. In some departments there was a periodic lack of supplies and in other departments the problem was continuous.

In some FGD, respondents explained that supplies existed but accessing them was difficult. The reasons for difficult access included lack of organization as the person responsible for the storage was not always available and/or
alcohol gel bottles were located at the far end of the ward.

**Sub-theme: Lack of time**

Many respondents mentioned that a heavy workload prevented them from following hand hygiene policies especially in the evening and night shifts. Others stated that the workload was always high and therefore it always impacted hand hygiene practices.

**Sub-theme: Side-effects of hand hygiene products**

Most of the respondents stated that the reason for not using alcohol rub or washing hands regularly was because it made their hands dry and occasionally caused an allergic reaction or even sores. A couple of nurses also noted that if hands had wounds, which often was the case, the use of alcohol rub was painful.

**Theme 4: Social and cultural norms**

**Sub-theme: Lack of role models**

In several discussions, respondents pointed out that physicians themselves often did not comply with hand hygiene policies and did not give nurses the opportunity to perform hand hygiene. Both institute-based and school-based nurses in Cairo and Alexandria mentioned that it would be difficult and embarrassing to ask for permission to wash their hands in the middle of work. As long as hand washing was not enforced by doctors and there was no visible dirt on their hands, nurses were unlikely to comply with hand hygiene guidelines. One group of school-based respondents explained that they sometimes continued their work with blood on their hands following the example of physicians.

**Sub-theme: Lack of social control**

In most of the FGDs, respondents explained that no one was monitoring the implementation of hand hygiene policy in the hospital. The only exception was from the neonatal care unit where doctors closely followed up on the hand hygiene compliance of nurses. They also reminded nurses constantly of hand hygiene, if necessary.

**Sub-theme: Adapted social norm**

In one of the hospitals, discussions demonstrated that the policy to undertake hand hygiene between touching patients had been adapted to better fit the realities of the hospitals. The new behaviour norm that had come to be accepted was to perform hand hygiene measures before the start of a procedure such as giving medication to all patients of the ward. The norm had become so well established that respondents believed that it was in accordance with the hospital policy that in fact required hand hygiene between touching patients.

**Discussion**

This study provided valuable in-depth information about determinants that influence hand hygiene behaviours in select university hospitals in Egypt. The information provided was used in developing a communication strategy to increase compliance with hand hygiene practices.

Respondents did not perceive the benefits of hand hygiene practices between touching patients. The finding is of crucial importance, staff are unlikely to change their hygiene behaviours if they do not perceive the benefits (30). The findings of this study differed slightly from studies conducted in the Netherlands and Canada, which showed that health-care workers believed hand hygiene practices protected against cross-infection and were a means of self-protection for health-care workers (26,29). The need to communicate the effectiveness of hand hygiene as an important aspect of standard infection prevention was considered in our communication strategy. Education about the chain of transmission of infectious diseases in the health-care setting, modes of infection and the scientific evidence on the effectiveness of hand hygiene in reducing hospital acquired infections was emphasized.

This study, consistent with several other recent studies, showed how nurses make their own assessments about the degree of dirtiness of patients or surroundings. Based on this assessment they determined whether to wash their hands, rather than followed the hospital’s guidelines for hand hygiene (26,30). Also, the study provided an indication that the motivation for performing hand hygiene was influenced more by the desire to feel clean rather than to protect patients, as previously suggested by other studies (30,35).

Knowing that cultural concepts and images can be used to modify current behaviours rather than trying to work against them, our strategic communication plan focused on promoting the existing key motivators for hand hygiene, namely cleanliness and the desire to be clean.

Misconceptions regarding the protective nature of gloves was evident and this has been identified in several studies as an obstacle to improved hand hygiene. Failure to change or remove contaminated gloves was a major component in poor compliance with hand hygiene and carried a high-risk of microbial transmission (36,37). Therefore, it was considered important that the messages of the hand hygiene campaign also emphasized indications for gloving and associated hand hygiene.

The findings of our study showed that providing information about hand hygiene products is required. Currently, understanding among respondents was inconsistent regarding the use of soap and water and/or alcohol gel. Both the indications and effect of hand hygiene products and practices was unclear to respondents. These findings are in line with previous studies that also highlighted the importance of knowledge to improve adherence to hand hygiene guidelines (29).
The study also identified important environmental constraints that required attention by the hospital management. Logistical problems, related to the availability and accessibility of critical supplies, varied between wards but remained an important obstacle for better compliance with hand hygiene practices. Lack of hand hygiene supplies and time is a common complaint of health-care workers around the world (26). Our communication strategy included the development of an enabling environment that included plans to ensure the availability of critical supplies.

Reported disadvantages of hand hygiene products such as dryness and allergic reactions require careful investigation and product testing to find the most suitable hygiene products. Hospital infrastructure and lack of sinks should be taken into consideration when developing ward-based hand hygiene policies.

Lack of time to wash hands would require adjusting workforce schedules; however, due to lack of medical staff and especially nursing staff in Egypt, it is not likely that hospital management is able to lessen the workload of the nurses in the near future. The communication strategy included messages to promote the use of alcohol rub by emphasizing a change of system and behaviour from time-consuming hand washing with soap and water.

The findings also showed that social and cultural dimensions impacted hand hygiene behaviours. The lack of role models and non-existent social norms were identified as important determinants of non-compliance with hand hygiene practices, which is not surprising in such an authoritarian culture where lower level employees are accustomed to follow orders from the higher level employees without much thought. Government employees are not requested to evaluate situations or options, therefore they may find it challenging to make decisions or modify behaviours without orders and follow up from their superiors. Based on these cultural considerations, the communication strategy included institutionalizing a performance feedback system that has been proven effective in changing and sustaining hygiene behaviours elsewhere (22). The performance feedback system included regular observations of nurses hand hygiene practices and direct feedback provided by supervisors. The strategy also outlined an integrated approach for promoting hand hygiene by including all health-care staff, such as doctors and others in positions of authority who are respected role models for others. The strategy also promoted hand hygiene by linking it to quality of care that reflects respect and dignity as these values are appreciated in the Egyptian culture.

Increased tolerance towards working with dirty hands is a challenge, and modified policies that better fit the realities of the health-care facilities needs to be tackled. Developing new social norms is a long term process, and requires long term commitment from the policy-makers, as was concluded also in a study conducted in Indonesia (27).

Conclusions

The study demonstrated that social and behavioural analysis of hand hygiene can contribute to an accurate understanding of hand hygiene practices. The findings also moved away from the simplistic idea that improving knowledge about germs and diseases will change behaviour. Integrating the findings of the studies into a targeted communication plan will likely have a direct impact on changing behaviours to promote improved hand hygiene in Egypt.
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